chapter XXI
THE MARIANA, MARSHALL AND CAROLINE
ISLANDS, I
M
Y first experience of a remote Pacific Island was a
dire disappointment.    I had expected so much and I
found so little, and that little a disillusion.     I had
hoped to be able to write something like the following sentences*
" The still damp air was fragrant with all the perfumes of a
Bond Street hairdresser.   Deep down in the blue depths of the
lagoon the golden sand was strewn with more coral ornaments
than any shop window in Naples could display and amongst
feathery   strands   of permanently  waved   seaweed  luminous
transparent fishes, changing like the lights of Piccadilly from
blue to red and from yellow to green, chased the lugubrious
locust.   Great butterflies with wings like jewelled ornaments set
by Cartier hung suspended over the ultramarine surface of the
water ready to pounce on any unsuspecting oyster that might rise
to the surface—while flying fish, in pure enjoyment of life, rose
high into the limpid air, looped the loop, and in a volplane sought
the water once again.    Every now and again a gelatinous
hundred-foot tentacle of an octopus emerged and stretching far
above plucked a ripening coco-nut from an overhanging palm.
On a bed of lurid passionate purple orchids a shark lay sunning,
itself, and purred in its enjoyment of life.   From time to time the
vast cone of a sinister volcano sent up a display of many coloured
fireworks such as the Crystal Palace never attained.
" Round the ivied porch of a neo-Gothic church stood a little
group. In the centre was the grey-bearded missionary, sun-
helmet on head and white umbrella in hand. Rudolf, the one-
eyed drunken inn-keeper, was there too, with Eva, his beautifiil
daughter. (She wasn't of course his daughter at all She was
the last descendant of a long line of native kings and she alone
knew where the great treasure of pearls was concealed.) Eric
was there too, a Fellow of All Souls who had come to the South
Seas to extract jadium from copra by a new process of his own
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